ReVision
Multi-User Collaboration for the AEC Industry

Immersive
Have your next
review meeting
onsite — virtually

Turn your model into a shared experience
ReVision by Reification.io, is a software service that takes your 3D content
and creates immersive multi-user experiences. This allows designers to
communicate broadly by bringing down barriers to entry and allowing your
diverse set of stakeholders to become involved early in the process.
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REMOTE HOSTING

ENTERPRISE SUPPORT

SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT

Let us set up servers to
host and manage your
design process in a way
that is accessible to all.

Want more control?
Host your models on
your own servers, or
run peer-to- peer.

Need help getting set
up? We can also
deploy systems, and
train teams.

Collaborative
Real-time multi-user
access from
desktops or VR
headsets

Secure
Featuring full
encryption and
smart contracts

REIFICATION.IO

Our Service
Whether you want to work remotely,
or together in your office, Reification
can help
We import CAD models from any system
capable of exporting to FBX — including Revit,
Rhino, SketchUp, Fusion360, etc.
We can include surrounding terrain from
satellite imagery, aerial scans, drones, or other
height map data. Don’t have that data?
Through our partners we have you covered.

“This is amazing. It’s more than
helpful, it’s eye opening”

Do you need additional interactive content in
your scene? No problem.

Remote servers are accessible on a per user
per month basis.

If you are new to VR/AR/XR, let us support you
in deploying the right hardware systems for
your team. Let’s make sure you are not only on
the cutting edge, but working with your system
— not on it.

Accounts come with data plans to accomodate
your project requirements.

— Ana Mayorova, client of Studio 12

Want to invite a visitor in, but they won’t need
a full month? Guest passes are also available.

CONTACT US TO FIND THE RIGHT
SOLUTION FOR YOUR TEAM
Whether you need a large scale enterprise deployment on your
private network, or a cloud based approach for your distributed
team, Reification.io will work with you to find the right solution
to unlock new levels of immersive collaboration.
Email us at: hello@reification.io and schedule a demo today!
Or find us on the web at reification.io

